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Introduction: White Label Supply Arrangements
In the electricity sector a ‘white label’ is an organisation that does not hold a supply licence, but instead works in partnership with a licenced ‘partner supplier’ to
offer tariffs under a distinct white label brand. A white label is a separate commercial entity to its partner supplier. Ofgem recognised that white labels have the
potential to deliver greater consumer choice and competition. For example, white labels can be an avenue to facilitate entry of household brands in the retail energy
market and the development of new business models. White labels can engage customers through the offer of distinct tariffs, higher level of customer service and
different sales channel.
A Changing Landscape
There are a number of White Label suppliers but the market is shifting.
-

A number of more established suppliers have stopped entering in to white label arrangements - https://utilityweek.co.uk/ovo-announces-end-of-three-white-labelagreements/
A number of licensed suppliers are failing as the supplier obligations become increasingly onerous - https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-47526126
A
number
of
more
established
white
label
arrangements
are
shifting
supplier
in
search
of
greater
competition
–
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2018/07/ms-energy-announces-new-partnership-with-octopus-energy-/
Certain suppliers have reverted to become white label suppliers - https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2019/08/octopus-energy-to-take-on-co-op-energys-300-000-customers-/
WHITE LABEL SUPPLIES CONTINUE TO OFFER FLEXIBILITY FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITY

This presentation includes:
-

Section A: An introduction to electricity and supply arrangements and options in general.

-

Section B: A summary of the white label supply arrangements.

-

Section C: A breakdown of key considerations that local authorities may wish to take in to account.
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Section A: Electricity and Gas End-to-End Process

Generation

Transmission

Distribution

Supplier
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Section A: Supply Obligations
Domestic and non-domestic consumers in the UK are able to choose their electricity and gas supplier. Suppliers buy energy and arrange for
it to be delivered to end consumers.
The obligations imposed on licensed suppliers remain high. Recent years have seen the failure of a significant number of electricity and gas suppliers including Extra
Energy and Iresa Energy. This is in part due to the myriad of complex tasks and functions electricity suppliers are required to provide and undertake, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Trading
Hedging
Consumer gains
Consumer service
Settlement

•
•
•
•
•

IT systems
Code compliance
Sales
Growth rate
Outsourcing

•
•
•
•

Billing
Vulnerability
Price protection – cap
compliance
Metering

•
•
•
•

Debt performance
Staffing
Regulatory risk and change
Tariff setting

Suppliers set the prices that consumers pay. In addition to retail operating costs (e.g. overheads), tariffs charged by suppliers must reflect a number of industry
costs. This is because suppliers are responsible for collecting and paying certain industry costs over which they have very limited control.
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Section A: Supply Arrangements
Public bodies considering setting up a form of supply arrangement have a number of options. Not all of these options have the full weight of a supplier’s regulatory
obligations. Relevant options are summarised at a very high level below:

Fully Licensed

White Label

Licence Exempt

Sleeved

Licence Lite

Licence issued under S.6(1)(d)
of the Electricity Act 1989

No supply licence. Partnership
with a licensed supplier.
Effectively just sales for
customers.

Available in limited
circumstances e.g. limited
supply quantities.

This is unlikely to be helpful
and relates to companies with
on-site generation.

Limited obligations to comply
with industry codes. Requires
partnership with licensee.
(Electricity Only)

•
•
•
•

• Limited flexibility
• Limited revenue
opportunity.
• Easier to administer.
• Less Costly

• Supply company options
white label
• Unlikely to apply here.

• Largely untested in market.
• Might be worth exploring
depending on risk.

Difficult to implement.
Costly to implement
Full Control
Licences in place

• Unlikely to be of assistance.
• Licences already in place.
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Section B: White Label Supply Arrangement
The features of a public sector white label supply arrangement are set out below:
•

The public body puts in place a White Label Supply Agreement with a
Licensed Supplier.

•

The Licensed Supplier provides back office services, metering and compliance
with industry codes.

•

White Label Supply Agreement sets out brand and tariff arrangements as
well as marketing arrangements.

•

White Label Supply Agreement may be managed directly by a public body-owned
company or the public body directly. Obligations include promotion and contract
management.

Public Body/Public
Body Owned
Company

Generators

White Label Supply
Agreement
(agreement with
public body and
Licensed Supplier)

Consumers

•

The public body avoids responsibility for the supply obligation.

•

Licensed Supplier will have minimum targets of recruitment to the tariff.

•

Costs to the public body will be set up costs and promotion costs. The public body will be paid
for sign-ups.

•

Keys risks to the public body are reputational.

Licensed Supplier

Key
Supply
Pay

Other Market
Code Participants
(e.g. TOs)
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Section B: Typical White Label Supply Arrangement Risks
The table below sets out risks common to the majority of White Label Supply Arrangements (specific arrangements may have other risks):

Risk
Reputational

Mitigant/Approach
Tariff may become uncompetitive rendering agreement moot and leaving the public body unable to achieve adequate
sign ups. This is mitigated by the public body considering its need and area. The agreement can be for a relatively
short period. Tariffs will likely fluctuate. KPIs can also be used to create incentives to keep costs low.

Failure of Supplier

Ofgem operates a supplier of last resort arrangement which means households are transferred to another supplier.
There may still be a risk to public body-incurred costs.

Excessive costs

The obligations of the public body are relatively discrete and costs should be manageable. An approach should be
taken to minimise start up costs and enable early break even.

End of the Term

Consider churn and ability to move customers or default to Licensed Supplier’s equivalent tariffs.

Local Authority Powers
Procurement
State aid
Environmental

Typically the general power of competence is used. Powers to be specifically considered based on profit making.
Procurement regulations generally do not apply as public body is providing and not purchasing services.
There will not typically be any payments by the public body to the licensed supplier but costs of promotion need to be
kept below de minimis thresholds.
Consider energy make up for reputational issues.
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Section B: Who Else Is Doing This?
Examples of White Label Supply Companies run by local authorities include:
•

White Rose Energy (Leeds City Council) – supplied by Robin Hood Energy Limited

•

Beam Energy (Barking and Dagenham Council) - supplied by Robin Hood Energy Limited

•

Angelic Energy (Islington Council) - supplied by Robin Hood Energy Limited

It is not uncommon for such arrangements to change supplier for example M&S Energy has recently started being supplied by Octopus and was previously
partnered with SSE. This makes clear the importance of setting out churn arrangements.
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Section C: Types Of White Label Supply
Not all White Label Supplies are the same. Public authorities need to consider what they are after from this arrangement and consider the best way forward.
Examples of issues that may vary are as follows:
•

Off the shelf arrangement with an established licensed supplier such as Robin Hood.

•

Target group in respect of tariff – consider branding reach.

•

Consider geographical limitations or collaboration with other local boroughs.

•

Consider use of a procurement process if diverse objectives (e.g. Norwich CC).

•

Consider use of KPIs – including customer care and tariff position re the market.

•

Consider base costs and costs of relevant agreements. Consider offered costs per sign up.

•

Consider link to other activities such as low carbon and energy efficiency projects.

•

Consider reputational risk of partner.

•

Consider time scale of tariff. Also consider timing of set up – generally switching happens more frequently in the first half a calendar year.

•

Consider any social objectives – i.e. green supply.
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Who To Contact
Partner, Energy and Regulated Projects
Steve Gummer, Partner
Email: sgummer@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Solicitor, Energy and Infrastructure
Allan Owen, Solicitor
Email: aowen@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Partner, Head of Infrastructure
Nicola Sumner, Partner
Email: nsumner@sharpepritchard.co.uk

Trainee Solicitor, Energy and Infrastructure
Ellen Painter, Trainee Solicitor
Email: epainter@sharpepritchard.co.uk

This document does not constitute legal advice.
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